Time series motifs play an important role in the time series analysis. The motif-based time series clustering is used for the discovery of higher-order patterns or structures in time series data. Inspired by the convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier based on the image representations of time series, motif difference field (MDF) is proposed. Compared to other image representations of time series, MDF is simple and easy to construct. With the Fully Convolution Network (FCN) as the classifier, MDF demonstrates the superior performance on the UCR time series dataset in benchmark with other time series classification methods. It is interesting to find that the triadic time series motifs give the best result in the test. Due to the motif clustering reflected in MDF, the significant motifs are detected with the help of the Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM). The areas in MDF with high weight in Grad-CAM have a high contribution from the significant motifs with the desired ordinal patterns associated with the signature patterns in time series. However, the signature patterns cannot be identified with the neural network classifiers directly based on the time series.
Introduction
Time series forecasting and classification are important techniques in the understanding of the varieties of dynamics in Science and Engineering. The time series data exist extensively in human daily life and industrial activities, such as health care, transportation, energy, security, finance, etc. Time series analysis including prediction, anomaly detection, and classification and etc attracts considerable attention. The classification of time series is an important and challenging problem in data mining. The learning representations and time series classification become more and more important with the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) [Xu et al., 2014] and 5G. Many algorithms have been developed for the problem of time series classification.
Recently, deep learning has seen a lot of successful cases and applications in the field such as physics, chemistry, natural language processing, complex network, computer vision, and etc.. Convolutional neural network (CNN) [Lecun et al., 1998 ] has seen a lot of successes in computer vision such as image classification. Beyond CNN, the recent development in neural networks such as Fully Convolution Network (FCN) [Shelhamer et al., 2017] , ResNet [He et al., 2016] , ScatNet [Bruna and Mallat, 2013] , AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] , and etc has been applied in the image classification and segmentation. Motivated by the development, particularly the recent applications of deep learning neural networks for the time series classification [Wang et al., 2016] and image encoding of time series [Wang and Oates, 2015] [ Eckmann et al., 1987] [Tabar and Halici, 2017] . Based on the raw time series, FCN [Wang et al., 2016] achieves very good performance as classification. The image encoding method Gramian Angular Summation/Difference Fields (GASF/GADF) and Markov Transition Fields (MTF) [Wang and Oates, 2015] are proposed. The Tiled CNN [Le et al., 2010] using GASF/GADF can classify the time series very well while FCN using the raw time series still performs better. The Recurrence Plots [Eckmann et al., 1987] are used for the reconstruction of phase spaces of time series. Also, CNN using the Recurrence Plots [Debayle et al., 2018] is proposed for the classification of time series. The classifier of CNN and the stacked auto-encoder (SAE) using the timefrequency-domain images [Tabar and Halici, 2017] are also proposed to classify EEG Motor Imagery signals.
Although the methods such as Recurrence Plots and GASF/GADF do generate distinct image patterns, it remains unclear how to locate the significant temporal motif patterns with the encoding images of time series. Including the highorder temporal structural information in the image encoding will improve the classification accuracy when the time series has the signature temporal patterns.
Time series motifs are the temporal structures in time series. Temporal shapes and motif occurrence probabilities provide the information for the high-order structure. Permutation entropy [Bandt and Pompe, 2002] based on the time series motif ordinal patterns has been successfully used for time series complexity measurement, dynamic system characterization, stock market analysis, etc. The triadic time series motif is used for the classification [Xie et al., 2019] . In addition, Symbolic Fourier Approximation (SFA) and Bag-of-Words are the essential components to represent the time series motifs in the Bag-of-SFA-Symbols (BOSS) model [Schäfer, 2015] .
Having an image encoding scheme to generate a good time series representation can help us learn the structures in the time series. We propose an imaging encoding scheme called Motif Difference Field (MDF) for the time series based on the motifs of different lengths, which is simple and easy to implement. We apply FCN to classify the MDF images on 20 datasets of UCR Archive [Chen et al., 2015] and the triadic time series motifs achieve the best performance compared with other image-based neural network classifiers. Different from the known detection approaches [Ferreira et al., 2006] for the significant motifs,, we identify the motif patterns of time series using the Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [Selvaraju et al., 2017] based on the MDF images and FCN. This can lead to finding the signature patterns in the time series for the classification. A case in the TwoPatterns dataset is used to demonstrate how the Grad-CAM can extract the significant motif patterns from the time series. Furthermore, it can make us comprehend why the MDF image works for time series classification.
Motif Difference Field
We introduce the simple motif-based framework for encoding time series as images. Given a time series X = (x t , t = 1, 2, 3, · · · , T ), the sequence of the length n time series motifs is defined as
where M n s is the length n time series motif, 1 < n ≤ T , s is the initial time index of the motif and M n s = (x t , t = s, s + 1, s + 2, · · · , s + (n − 1)). Typically, M 2 s = (x s , x s+1 ) is the dual motif, M 3 s = (x s , x s+1 , x s+2 ) the triadic motif (triad), and M 4 s = (x s , x s+1 , x s+2 , x s+3 ) the quad motif. In the current definition of the motifs, the displacement of the neighboring points in motifs is unit 1. The large displacements are also important in detecting the temporal structural patterns of time series in the long-range. By generalizing the motifs with arbitrary displacements, the sequence of generalized motifs is defined as
The ordinal patterns of motifs are used in identifying the complexity of time series based on comparing the neighboring values [Bandt and Pompe, 2002] . In addition to the ordinal patterns, the relative amplitude in motifs have more structural information. Hence, the collection of the sequences of motif differences are defined as,
Since the lengths of dM n d are different, a new sequence I n d is constructed. By assigning I n d to be dM n d initially, I n d is appended with 0 recursively until T − (n − 1) , where length of 0 = {0, 0, 0 · · · , 0} is n − 1. In other words,
For the motifs of length n, the corresponding MDF has n − 1 elements in I n s,d . Therefore, we can generate n − 1 channel images accordingly. For i th channel, the array of the image is defined as,
In order to fix the plenty of zeros in G n i , each channel of MDF image is defined as,
where is Hadamard product, G n i is the 180 degree rotation of G n i , K n is defined as a masker to prevent the overlap of two array, Figure 1 shows the procedure of encoding the time series into two triadic MDF images. In our problem setting, FCN is structured as the 2-D features extractor of the MDF image. As shown in Figure 2 , the basic block is convolutional layers followed by ReLU activation and batch normalization (BN) layer,
Fully Convolution Network
where ⊗ is the convolution operator, 0 ≤ z ≤ 3, A 0 is the input MDF image, A z is the feature map of the z th convolutional layer if z = 0. The classification output y comes from the global average pooling layer (GAP) of A 3 followed by softmax layer, h = GAP (A 3 ) (10)
where y is a size C vector, C is the classes number of the dataset. The three convolutional layers in FCN have 2-D receptive fields {8 × 8, 5 × 5, 3 × 3} and the filter size {128, 256, 128}. Moreover, the strides of convolution operators affect the efficiency and the overlap size of receptive fields, our experiment conducts the cross-validation to provide optimal strides {u 1 × u 1 , u 2 × u 2 , u 3 × u 3 }.
Experiment Settings
In our experiment, we use three different MDF images for FCN with the lengths n ∈ {2, 3, 4}. We test the FCN classifier using MDF images on the 20 univariate time series datasets [Chen et al., 2015] . All the datasets have been split into training and testing by default. Each dataset is preprocessed with minmax normalization with the minimum and maximum value of its training datasets. Taking categorical cross entropy as loss function, FCN is trained with Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] at the learning rate 0.001, β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999. The strides of FCN, (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), are selected to be {(8, 5, 3), (4, 2, 2), (2, 2, 2), (3, 2, 1)} according to 4-fold cross-validation on the training dataset. Finally, we choose the best model that achieves the lowest training loss and report its performance on the test dataset in Table 1 .
Results and Analysis
We benchmark MDF-FCN with other 6 classifiers. The classification error rates on testing datasets are reported in Table 1. The motifs of small lengths, such as {2, 3, 4} in the Table 1 , can allow to see the long range patterns due to the large possible displacements. Our results show that the triadic MDF performs better than the dual and quad in general.
Benchmarking with other six classifiers, FCN based on triadic MDF gives the smallest average of error rate. Compared to 3 popular methods, the triadic MDF-FCN performs better on 11 datasets since the high-order patterns of the time series embedded in the MDF images can not be identified by the distance-based and feature-based methods. Compared to the two other image encoding classification methods, triadic MDF-FCN performs better on other 11 datasets and the image encoding in MDF doesn't need complicated parameters and processing. The previous work [Wang et al., 2016] shows that TS-FCN classification method can achieve a nice performance only with the raw time series data. However, TS-FCN can't extract or detect the high-order temporal patterns while MDF-FCN can identify the significant motif ordinal patterns. That's why MDF-FCN outperforms TS-FCN. This will be demonstrated in the next section.
Identify Significant Motif Ordinal Patterns
The Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [Selvaraju et al., 2017] is a technique to produce a visual explanation to varieties of CNN model-families. In the paper, we will apply Grad-CAM to detect the significant motifs that are associated with the signature patterns in time series classification. The Grad-CAM of FCN using MDF images can be generated by the gradient-based weighted combinations of the feature maps of the last convolutional layer A 3 in Figure 2 ,
where c is the target class of time series, k is channel index of the feature map and α c k = GAP (∂y c /∂A k 3 ). (d, s) and (d * , s * ) are the two array indices according to the 180 rotation symmetry in G n and masked G n . Figure 3a shows a time series instance in TwoPatterns testing dataset. Taking the instance as an example, Figure 3b shows the two MDF channel images. Figures 3c and 3d show the original Grad-CAM and symmetrized Grad-CAM of the MDF image respectively.
Symmetrized Grad-CAM

Significant Motif Ordinal Patterns
It is helpful to explain the efficiency of MDF image classification with the symmetrized Grad-CAM. Based on the symmetrized Grad-CAM, we can assign significance to the motifs. We categorize the motifs of length n according to the ordinal patterns {π n j , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , m} [Traversaro et al., 2019] . For dual time series motifs, there are three ordinal patterns; for the triadic time series motifs, there are thirteen ordinal patterns; for the quad time series motifs, there are seventy-three ordinal patterns. Since the triadic MDF-FCN gives the best results in Table 1 , we will focus on the thirteen ordinal patterns of π 3 j , 112, 113, 122, 123, 132, 211, 213, 221, 231, 311, 312, 321} (13) Accordingly, the collection of the indices of all the π n j motifs in MDF n is defined as,
The contribution of π n j motif ordinal patterns can be evaluated according to E j ,
where Z j is the length of M C j . E j can be regarded as the significance of π n j ordinal patterns in the MDF image. Based on E j , we can get the ranking of the significance of π n j patterns,
where v is the mapping of the monotonic ascending index of 1 to m to the index of {M C j , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , m}. We decide which ordinal patterns of the motif are the most important according to the E j ranking. Given M C j , we can evaluate the contributions of the motifs of π n j in the symmetrized Grad-CAM.
MDF-FCN v.s. TS-FCN
In Table 1 , the triadic MDF images give the best results. Figure 3 show the time series instance of TwoPatterns dataset and its triadic MDF images and Grad-CAM heat-map. In the TwoPatterns dataset, all the time series have the four plateaus which serve as the unique signatures for the classification. We can rank ordinal patterns of triadic motifs according to Equation 16 . Figure 4 shows the significance of thirteen π 3 j motif ordinal patterns accordingly. It is found that the top two significant motif ordinal patterns are {112, 211} corresponding to the order of the four plateaus as shown in Figure 3a . Furthermore, the two ordinal patterns correspond to the hottest peaks in the symmetrized Grad-CAM heat-map as shown in Figure 3d TS-FCN classifier [Wang et al., 2016] can be calculated, and up-sampled to the size T . Since TS-FCN is fed with the raw univariate time series directly, the Grad-CAM in Equation 12 is the significance of the individual data points in the time series. Figure 5 shows the significance of the data points. The TS-FCN classifier puts much more weight in the fluctuating parts instead of four signature plateaus. This explains why MDF-FCN classifier performs much better than TS-FCN classifier when the time series has the signature of a higherorder structure. 
Conclusion and Future Works
We propose a framework for encoding time series into MDF images and use FCN as the 2-D feature extractor for classification. Our benchmark study shows that the triadic MDF based on FCN achieves the best results for classification compared to other classification methods. With the help of Grad-CAM, we identify the significant motif ordinal orders that associated with the signature patterns in time series. Our analysis suggests that the MDF images encoding has the following advantages: 1. MDF images represent the motif-based temporal structural patterns of time series at the long and short ranges. From this point, it is a more effective classifier than TS-FCN. 2. MDF images are much simpler than the Recurrence Plots and the GASF/GADF-MTF. 3. Grad-CAM based on MDF-FCN can identify the significant ordinal patterns in time series. It helps us comprehend and analyze the time series classification from the motif perspective. There is more for us to do to explore how to make the MDF-FCN classifier more efficient in the classification. The future work will include investigating how the lengths of motifs affect the performance of classification. There is more work for us to test the new image classification neural networks in the classification using the image encoding of time series. In addition, how to use the MDF-FCN method for the identification of the higher-order temporal structure in the time series is a promising application. How to classify time series using the motifs of different lengths demands more understanding of the current MDF images. The MDF-FCN framework can be extended for the time series prediction and anomaly detection.
